
The decision in Conwood Company, L.P. v.

United States Tobacco Company, 290 F.3d

768 (6th Cir. 2002), which is now on appeal

to the Supreme Court, is the product of four

years of litigation between the two leading

moist snuff tobacco manufacturers in the

United States. Conwood brought suit against

the market leader, United States Tobacco

Company, which had acted as a category cap-

tain for moist snuff products at 300,000 retail

shops across the country from 1990-1997.

Category captains are manufacturers or suppli-

ers that gather information about a specific

product or product type and assist retailers in

point of sale advertising, often advising or even

deciding where to place various products on

the retailer’s shelves.  Conwood accused U.S.

Tobacco of going to great lengths to minimize

the exposure of Conwood’s product line to

potential customers, sometimes removing

Conwood’s products from the shelves or

removing Conwood’s racks from the store

entirely, and often providing false information to

retailers about the selling power of its brands.

While the decision has obvious importance to

companies that engage in category manage-

ment,  companies not engaging in category

management are advised to take heed as

well.  U.S. Tobacco claimed its behavior may

have amounted to isolated or sporadic tortious

actions at worst.  The jury, however, saw it as

an antitrust violation, and the appeals court

agreed, distinguishing the facts from cases

holding that isolated tortious activity does not

constitute exclusionary conduct for purposes

of a Sherman Act section 2 violation.  Without

disagreeing with that proposition, the

Conwood court found that U.S. Tobacco's

“conduct rose above isolated tortious activity

and was exclusionary without a legitimate

business justification."

The damages award in the case may also have

implications beyond its narrow set of facts. 

continued on page 3

Firm Hit with $1 Billion Antitrust Verdict for Aggressive

Marketing Practices

A $1.05 billion verdict against a smokeless tobacco manufacturer for antitrust violations

was recently affirmed by the United States Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit.  The case

is notable because it grew out of an aggressive marketing program and was based on a

series of bad acts that some might normally characterize as business interference torts.
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Federal Trade Commission Seeks Business Community Input 

on Merger Review Process

The Federal Trade Commission has begun a discussion series to solicit input from business leaders, antitrust lawyers and economists

about issues arising in federal merger review and analysis.  The goal, according to FTC officials, is to improve the process of merger

notification, merger analysis, second requests and divestitures, which has become increasingly time consuming and expensive, accord-

ing to the FTC’s critics.
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The FTC has specifically requested public

comment on the impact of technology on

the merger review process, and on the

divestiture and remedy phases of merger

review.  The greater use of computers as 

a means of communication and data stor-

age has led to an exponential growth in 

the amount of data stored on company 

networks. This, in turn, has made it signifi-

cantly more time-consuming and expensive for

companies to respond to second requests, the

process by which the FTC or DOJ gathers

more detailed information about a merger from

the parties.

While a less expensive, less onerous process

has not been promised, the FTC has said that

it is working toward this goal.  It is now possi-

ble, for instance, to submit email and other

electronically prepared and retained docu-

ments to the reviewing agency electronically,

without first printing, copying and labeling

every page.  The cost savings of such a

process can be significant; a participant at one

of the recent discussions estimated that the

savings could equal 20 percent of the tradi-

tional all-paper filing.

The FTC is also implementing an electronic 

filing option for premerger notification submis-

sions mandated by the Hart-Scott-Rodino Act.

This fall, Fried, Frank will be participating in 

a pilot electronic filing program with the FTC’s

Premerger Notification Office.  The program 

is expected to be available to all filers early

next year.

The process of identifying and effecting

divestiture remedies has also received its

share of criticism.  In response, the FTC has

said it is willing to consider the manner that

divestiture remedies are implemented, includ-

ing timing issues, scope of divestiture pack-

ages, and enforcement mechanisms.  Also,

because the process has been somewhat ad

hoc in the past, the Commission would like to

provide guidance on what has worked best in

this area and why.  Input from interested con-

stituencies is the first step in the Commission’s

efforts to identify these best practices.

The FTC has scheduled additional roundta-

bles, and will solicit additional comments from

the business community.  Fried, Frank will

continue to monitor the discussions and report

on items of interest to our clients.

The Commission’s basis for blocking the

Airtours transaction was that a merger from

four to three dominant players in the travel

tour business would lead to an oligopoly,

increasing coordination among competitors.

The Commission relied on a "tendency to collec-

tive dominance," which it said was reflected by

market characteristics. But the Court of First

Instance disagreed, and found that the

Commission had failed to prove that the trans-

action would have an adverse effect on com-

petition. 

While this case is significant in that it shows

there is judicial review, it underscores the fact

that such review is slow, and usually delayed

too late to preserve a merger deal.

Commission officials have been working

toward a more streamlined, economics-based

process for assessing mergers.  Results from

the commission’s published “Green Paper”

requesting input and highlighting concerns,

have not yet been published.

European Court Acts to Limit Merger Control

After extensive criticism that European Commission decisions on mergers are not subject to meaningful judicial review, the European

Court of First Instance for the first time struck down a Commission prohibition of a merger.  The Court’s harshly worded decision comes

nearly three years after the Commission’s decision in which Airtours plc’s (now known as MyTravel Group plc) proposed acquisition of

rival UK based package tour operator First Choice Holidays plc was rejected.  While the transaction has since been abandoned, it is

expected that the possibility of reversal will play an important part in the Commission’s future merger decisions.
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Antitrust Regulators Reviewing More Than Mergers

The nation’s leading antitrust enforcement officials reminded participants at a recent conference that merger regula-
tion is only one part of an overall competition policy.  Given the backdrop of fewer mergers in an uncertain economy,
government regulators will be looking with a wary eye at joint ventures and other business practices.
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Because joint ventures can be a vehicle for

firms to collude on price and other issues,

Assistant Attorney General for Antitrust

Charles James suggested that enhanced

review of such arrangements is in order.

Certain industries are likely to receive special

attention, including online media, financial serv-

ices and the electronic airline ticketing sectors,

he said.  Additionally, he said DOJ will continue

to investigate firms that unlawfully assume con-

trol of a target in an acquisition before federal

regulators clear the deal, generally referred to

as ‘gunjumping’.  On the criminal front, James

said there are some 100 pending grand juries

investigating suspected antitrust violations,

including cartel activity.

According to James, merger review will be

enhanced as well, as regulators step up their

coordinated effects analysis of proposed trans-

actions.  Historically, government regulators

have favored a unilateral effects analysis of

mergers.  Their focus has generally been on

whether the resulting combination would enjoy

a dominant position allowing it to raise price

unimpeded by rivals attempts to undercut price.

Coordinated effects analysis, on the other hand,

assesses how easily firms could communicate

price and output decisions to each other, there-

by permitting all market participants to raise

prices.  Though the economic analysis is more

difficult and less certain, James said many

cases may merit closer analysis.  This is a

result of the lessons learned from the spate of

cartel activity prosecuted by the Antitrust

Division over the past decade, which demon-

strated more sophisticated and long term coor-

dination than many free market supporters

thought possible.

FTC Chairman Timothy Muris said that vertical

mergers—mergers between firms at different

levels in the supply, production and distribution

chain—have also been receiving increased

scrutiny at the agency.  Studying how these

mergers can affect markets is a part of ongoing

research at the FTC.

The decline in merger filings creates time at the

FTC to investigate other business practices and

to clarify the procedures used to investigate

mergers, Muris said.  The FTC is continuing a

series of workshops on Best Business

Practices, and Muris encouraged the business

community to provide greater input, especially

in the area of remedies and divestitures. (See

related story, this issue).  Historically, those

issues have caused great debate and many

complaints from members of the antitrust bar,

who have argued that government demands

are draconian, expensive and ill-timed. 

The full text of the Charles James speech is 

available at: 

http://www.usdoj.gov/atr/public/speech-

es/200124.htm

Conwood’s damages for lost sales during the period in question were set at $350 million, which after trebling amounted to over $1 billion.  The court

admitted an economist’s regression analysis as supporting evidence for the damages award, noting that it would be impractical to expect the defendant

to assess actual damages at each of the several hundred thousand retail establishments that sold its product during the period in question.

Counsel should be consulted if you have questions about category management, or other marketing or promotional activity, engaged in by your compa-

ny, or a company with which you do business or compete.

Firm Hit with $1 Billion Antitrust Verdict for Aggressive Marketing Practices....continued from page 1
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